Beauty
Unfoldment
Beauty does not fade,
only when it is thought timed.
I say, "Exalt one another
as V have exalted One to you!"

_

THE BEAUTY UNFOLDMENT
This evening we are gathered with the old and new
that make up any suggestion of civilization. The picture
that is being scanned is one of beauty, and yet if you see
beauty all about, it is well to move to a different level of
observation because you are not perceiving beauty all
about, any more than you are perceiving Divinity without
(outside yourself). Beauty is not without; beauty is not
about, a gadabout, runabout, or turnabout!
Everyone feels, and feels differently about beauty.
Some who feel that they are ugly this time were beautiful
another time. Those who are beautiful this time are doing
everything in their power to sustain their beauty in case
another time they are not! It does seem as men and women
look over the horizons, that they recede (the horizons, or
men and women?) according to the clear seeing of the one
• • perceiving! And the one who perceives that there is no
limit perceives beauty not all about, but perceives perception beauty clad. That is why it can be said to be about.
But you see, if you tend to observe the perceived without
worshiping the Source of the perception (the Self, the I AM,
or God), the perceived perception changes, and you say
beauty fades as does a rose. But you see, what you are seein fading is what has been holding space apart, or holding
the gates of possibility open, for you to adore until your
own beauty is perceived beyond the confines of a limited
approach to your incarnation and to the suggested incarnation of That which is termed Altogether Lovely. (It is only
belief that has suggested that the Infinite or the Divine was
or could ever be limited to incarnation.)
Unto the power of perception man has given all types
of thought-structures and thought-forms to substantiate the
perception. Few there be who have walked across the picture book of time and have said to the pageant unfolding,
"Stop right where you are, and see what is behind the act of
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movement, for if you can stop it, it is obvious that it must
have started somewhere. But if you can't stop it, it is
obvious it never started somewhere - it always has
been!" There cannot be too much movement; there can
only be undirected movement. There cannot be too much
action; there can be only unbridled action. There cannot
be too little action; there can only be the suggestion that
act depends upon actor.1
We can stem the great tide of entropy through the great
outpouring of the Eternal Truths, because they are the only
things that are not known objectively but are known
subjectively. When the subject, the aspirant, has no object for
verification, then the subject collects its subject material
unto itself and finds in the subjective situation that the
object was only an act for those who perceived the subjective experience objectified, until space was swallowed up
and time was thwarted in its attempt to divide or limit the
Eternality surrounding the Eternal Garment of Truth.
Those who parade across the picture book of time bear the
Torch that shall never be snuffed out because the Source of
the Flame was never found in a well of oil or in an oil that
could possibly be dissipated, for it springs as it is said to
have sprung, right from the very Center of Being.2
As men and women say, "Oh, you are beautiful," we
are so grateful to hear the declaration. Why? Because
somewhere within the heart there is a chamber that
responds to the accuracy of declaration in spite of the suggested limits, "you."3
Beauty does not fade, only when
it is thought timed.
1. The false notion that act depends upon person, instead of upon the Divine; this
personalization limits and reduces the efficacy of act.
2. "Oil" is symbolic of consecration; "springs" conjoins with the idea of the Spring
that gushes forth from the mountainside mentioned in the poem on p. 13.
3. Essence ultimately recognizes only Essence, in spite of dualistic appearances.

What are we about in our day-to-day experience upon
this trip called Earth? It is so fascinating, it is so productive
to consider your visit to Earth as such. In the entanglement
of minutes we get bound in their garments called hours, and
their flowing robes called days and months. And a minute
wearing such a train must find that the train is chained with
such links of ineffable beauty that they clasp the wrist of the
mind4 so that when it comes to dance with the rhythm and
the music of a timeless experience, the train of thoughts that
the moment wears can never trip one into believing that the
Dance of God is limited to a trip on Earth.
Now it is in the great frequency of blue [Mr. Mills was
wearing a blue suit, and blue is a color often associated with
adorationi and it is in the great frequency of adoration that
man may perceive through the closed lids of time the great
opportunity that awaits when the mind is freed from entertaining the beauty of objects and the objects of beauty, and
finds in so doing that the objects of beauty are enhanced as
the beauty of the objects is magnified beyond their limited
nature, and thus reaches out and touches the responsive
chord sometimes dormant in the eyes of the perceiver.
As the Masters of Eternal Light have always said, as the
door opens it is not the door of a great cave, it is not the
door of a hidden vault. It is the door that is hinged upon the
impulses that are forever ready to move into a service role
when the call goes out unto those who would be given to
praise! As the door swings open, it seems so simple. If you
are without, standing on the street side (objective attitude)
of your habitation and would ask to enter into the inner
side (subjective attitude) of your dwelling place, or state of
consciousness, if it is yours you know the key and you also
know that whether or not you have the key, if it is yours
there will be, there must be, there shall be the Keeper of the
4. This image refers to a wrist-chain that once gave women in formal dress control
over the long, flowing trains of their gowns. "By wearing this chain attached to the
Wrist of the mind, the trailing thought-fields are nor permitted to enter into a position
outgrown and thus are unable to trip one who dances in rhythm with an unearthly
prompting." K.G.Mills.

door ready to open it unto you. For all you have to do is
say, "I am here; let me in," and the door swings open, for
you have gained the right of entrance, having fulfilled the
act whereby the hinges, the impulses, are forever kept
honed to the demand of Home.5
A house vacated soon interiorly deteriorates. A house
that is occupied bears the possibilities of becoming translated in spite of its limits into a conscious experience called
Home. Now, a home is where the heart is; a house is where
it should be occupied by a heart. A house calls out for a
heart to come home; a home opens its door unto a heart
that knows it is.
Now you say, "What in God's name has this got to do
with me?" And I would say on behalf of you, but in the
name of One, that it has everything to do with you, just as
beauty does, for the God of you is the Light of you thought
outside the Home of All-inclusive Being.6 The whole question that arises when men and women say, "Why?" arises
from being on the street side of life instead of resting in the
Home Center of Life.
What has this got to do with you? It has all to do with
you, and yet you cannot touch the All-Doingness! For as
long as you persist in perceiving existence from your bias
you will never perceive conception unconfined, and therefore you can never experience a new birth in the Light of the
Risen Light of Cognition bearing fruitage only of the knowingness that Life IS, Truth IS, God IS, Man IS freed from
the train of your thoughts, for they have been bound to the
wrist of the mind in the scintillating chain of perpetual
knowingness.
Do not think in parts! Whoever heard tell of a chain
being thought in the terms of a link? Whoever heard tell of
Beauty being thought of in terms of a stone? Whoever
5. Home - True Identity as God-Being; Being found All-inclusive.
6. God is usually considered to be a Supreme Entity separate from man, or "outside
the Home of all-inclusive Being."

heard tell that Truth bears no link, but is the Perpetual Act
never repeating but forever reappearing because men and
women have thought through the framework of perceivers
and perceiving perceptions, instead of dropping this train of
limits and finding the train of thoughts commensurate to the
God That IS and forever found in the sparkling cognition
that I and My Father are One, because I cannot separate my
I from conscious knowing.
Integrity is friends with few and should be the bosom
pal of everyone, for it is indivisible and found part of the
great tapestry of God-Being. You will never wear a gown
of adoration if you find not integrity hemming it and adorning it and shining forth in whatever way men and women
evaluate integrity and how they perceive integrity. Will it be
gold plated, silver plated, sterling . . or gold? Will it be
solid or will it be plated? I tell you now, if it is plated it is
quite acceptable, knowing full well that if it can be plated it
can be genuine7 because anything holds space apart to be
cognized in a great intuitive leap with no train of thoughts,
and in that cognition lies the fourteen carat, the eighteen
carat gold or the sterling silver or whatever symbol you perceive as pointing to That, which is untarnished by space and
untouched by a moment wearing a gown of minutes and
days, months and years, strung into your gown of limits.
And yet some may say, "I perceive your coming and your
going," and others will say, "I have perceived that I never
come or never go but I AM invested in the Vestment of
Eternal Light." Just as four is the eternal truth, mathematically, of two and two, so my knowingness that I and My
Father are One is eternally experienced in the knowing that
I and my Father cannot be other than the Father and I in the
bosom of That which is termed the Source.
7. In other words, if integrity (or any garment of Realization) were held as an image
or an ideal to be experienced (i.e. symbolized by "gold-plating"), regardless of it being
on an intellectual level at first, the promise of it becoming an actual experience or state
of mind is immediately instilled!

"You who are called out," means this: you
are called to step out of the rank situations
of the mind and file in rftythmic procession
before what you know to be true, for you
have lived in this age and under the aegis of
the Light for you know that you of yourself
couldn't have done it, do not do it, cannot
do it even if you thought you might!
Because with God there is no question, "I
can or I can't, I will or I won't, or I would
if I could."
Be quiet, you who have worked through the minutes
strung endlessly into days, and find it is all said and done
in the perfected moment when I AM ALL and you are
swallowed up in the awestruck power of the Light.
Creation ceased (the notion of doing or creating personally,
fades) for the Act was One, done, and IS.
Men and women may write about, gad about, and ride
about but few can talk about what IS and give a jab to an
ass in time to see it skip over the moon!8 And few there be
who can find the joy of being stung and reaping the joy of
the Great Dance staged when the hive of action all points to
the Nectar (Heart) of the Light.9
You are well organized. You have a skeleton, you have
what constitutes the required elements to give you a visibility.
And yet no man can perceive what is the Operator, for when
under the magnification of the great X-Ray, no picture will
show who is inhabiting such a station!
8. "Few can give a point that can cause those men and women who are caught in the
play of life to jump over the suggestions of life's game and see in the directed Life, in
the directed Light, What IS. There are few who can give this point and cause those
who are not prepared to leave the reflective nature (the moon, which is often associated
with the psychic or mediumistic: that which shines by reflected light) and see the
subjective experience of Life and Its acts." K.G.Mills.
9. The few who find their actions "dancing" as it were, in rhythm with the Divine,
involuntarily pointing to and magnifying the Divine. This can often be initiated by a
conscious "jab" or "sting" by the Master, or a given experienced Truth.

Salt, water, chalk, protoplasm or slime
Are held together in your bag of time.
But who is there perceiving such situation?
No picture is taken of such act on location.
Do not look to find
What you are in body timed.
Body timed gives likes of "you"
Trip in time on Earth to do.
Earth1° became place of act;
Thought went out,11 forgot I AM THAT.
I AM THAT heraldic might
Broke the lids of limited sight.
Opened wide the Door of Light,
And found the Fields of promised Might.
'VT

Buzzing bee gave space a start,
Dived right through it, found nectar at Heart.
Bird in flight saw branches dance,
Claimed a branch and thus embraced dance.
Branch's dance with partner breeze
Gave freshness to nest, and bird you see?
Wind blew, branches bend,
All bowed to Omnipotent Friend.
To look for the Wind
is to search without realizing
IT is the very Power
that is behind the looking!
.

10.
11.

.

Duality consciousness.
Thought became objectified.

You who have taken the Earth on a visit, don't leave
it littered with your debris, the residue of incomplete and
personalized actions. Don't pass over its highways or its
byways and use its parks of amusement, its places of entertainment to leave your messes! For you came not to bring
a mess but a message to a mass, for the Great Message
that must be amassed is how it is possible to be part of a
dimensional pageant and enjoy the freedom beyond the
limits of the planes perceived and unperceived. Just as you
do not see any further than anyone else if you are walking
with them on the same street, you cannot stay on the level
of your biases if you are to look beyond them. To look
beyond them means to rise above the suggestions of them!
You cannot be inclined and so weak-kneed that you bow
down to your predispositions when you are now disposed
to find the Place of refuge.
The Great Message that is being massed and being
amassed for the mass is to enable the mass to be given to
praise and the great chants of bondage be seen as a theological hoax to chain people to a religious framework that
can do nothing but leave the heart crying after the Living
Heart. No man or woman born bearing appreciation of
beauty whenever it is seen about is devoid of perceiving
beauty - not about, not within, but Beauty as all there is
to the Source when it is seen as part of the great garment of
the Eternal Figure of Flame.12 You cannot perceive the
passing of the Flame and expect to see that which it utilized
in the passing remain the same. Yet you would be damned
and you are damned by thinking that you can be the
receivers of the Flame for a Friday evening or a Sunday
evening, and the rest of the week be charred remains and
only occasionally showing an ember of the Flame having
been around when you are fanned by a moment of dis-ease
or a moment of unrequited love!
12. "Beauty is a garment that the Source might be said to wear - find it apart from
IT if you can!" K.G.Mills.

The Great Teachings may appear, to those who do not
know, to be achieved in many different ways. The Great
Truths are never achieved in many different ways, for the
Great Truth is only One, and the many ways to It is the propaganda offered by the mind, for the mind hates in hell to
change its garment and live in Heaven sponsoring Truth.'3
Do not fall for the suggestion that you can claim the
Kingdom of your Divine State through drugs, because there
is no possible way to be one with God and a drug! You will
never gain God-Being through the God-damning of a drug!
What kind of teaching would permit a student to be on
drugs and suffer the delusion that he was entering the
Kingdom of God-Sonship? Can't be!
So, may these few words that have been given to you
from this Plane of rare Beauty, and rare Force, and rare
Experience, be found acceptable to you, and in the Sight of
the One Altogether Lovely. For I am only a servant, and
may Earth become the footstool for my rest and may it
become the stage where you may be blessed in accomplishment and offer your lot, as I have offered mine, at the foot
of the altar of the Eternal Flame where the great Door
opens and man enters, for he knows that he never did leave
Heaven for Earth.
Now as I quit this Plane14 of sound modifiers of a
Heavenly State, may we find, through the adjectives and
adverbs that you will find in the transcription, may we find
in the living experience of having heard that your mind was
freed from forming a sentence, from creating a verb and its
tense, and may you find that in the simplicity of having
heard, a leap was intuitively made right into the lap of
Beauty. May you find as you come to bear the great gifts
13, "The many Paths offered by the mind have to do with the ritualistic and mystical
approaches when the mind still wishes to entertain Truth, but not to be Its servant. The
Mind as the servant can appear as the Truth appearing as a mind servicing. When God
is All, where is mammon to be found?" K.G.Mills.
14. "Quitting" is only used figuratively, for the Plane of Consciousness as it IS can
never be approached or left; it only appears to the relative consciousness that different
levels are experienced.

of the God of Eternal Light that you too may find a precious jewel set in a precious setting, for in the simplicity of
being set, a jewel unrecognized may be seen as one of great
beauty. They all came from the Earth, but:
Someone realized that a rock could be filled
with fire and knew that if it only could be
struck right, one would strike it rich and
find no longer any need of a sixty-four
thousand dollar question, for the answer
was the imperishable awareness that in the
Heart of All I AM the Flame.
It is of unearthly Beauty, because with the flick of my
lid the door is opened, and with the waving of my hand
recognition dawns, and in the act of experience I AM
embraced, and in the act of embracing I AM found. Few
know what is transpiring in Its transforming, and in Its
transforming few know the form that I take. In the taking
few know the Transcendent Nature, and yet a few may perceive that in experiencing the sound, the nature transformed
is apparent. And in experiencing the transformed apparent
sound, the Source of it must be known either it could not
have appeared to have translated the vocabulary of limits
into one that is limitless.
There is no one greater or lesser in the Kingdom
unless he makes it so, for the Kingdom knows no greater
or lesser among the sheep; they're all a miracle and it is
unfortunate that some choose to be rebels because no matter how much they rebel, they are still part of the fold.
They can become 'black" if they want to, but their lot is
the sheep fold!
You are damning yourselves by thinking in secret and
thmkmg no one suffers from your thoughts. You must not
hold one another in adjudications that you will not speak to
another's face, and before doing so, find them not in you!
If you do speak to others of their faults, or behind their

backs speak of the faults, for God's sake go to the one you
have spoken of and say, "I'm speaking to you of your faults;
I am not faultless. I see yours, and I am offering this to you
just with the hopes that by my telling you, you will be freed
and in your love free me from my imperfection."
Whenever I make an adjudication on a situation, if you
will note, it is done with great care, because it is never to
pin a weight on anyone; it is to expose what it is that is
binding them from the Lightness that could be theirs.
Very few people know Mr. Mills because they think
Mr. Mills, but they don't know Mr. Mills. For if they knew
Mr. Mills, they couldn't think about Mr. Mills, they would
experience Mr. Mills. And no one wants to experience Mr.
Mills because if they experience Mr. Mills the mills of this
Mills don't grind slowly, there is no time! A long time ago
a trance medium said to me, "Remember, beloved son, the
mills of God grind slowly." And I thought, "No, damn it,
they don't. I haven't got time!" I never have. I don't
believe15 . . and that is why some of you find it so difficult
to be with me, because you think it is going to take time to
change. Not on your life!
How you divide your action is appalling. How you
divide it is just so limited. Just the division of your action is
the limit of your accomplishment. You cannot divide it! If I
thought I was just a talker and not capable of doing anything, what would be the value of it? You are the evidence
of what this is and whether or not people will enjoy it. Your
lack of authentic response is so common, it is so frequent.
You don't respond naturally; I can see the egotistical inflation
so quickly. And so often you are so inebriated with my
realization for you! You suffer such hangovers because you
do not know the Wine which you quaffed when you were
with me. If you did, your response would be so different.
This is what happens with so many of you: you are given this
Unfoldment, you are given this embrace, this Enfoldment,
and you don't secure it within your own experience! You
15.

The implication is that of knowing rather than believing

become a pawn for all the rest of the world and all the other
world teachings if you do not utilize what you find of value.
This is the only thing that will stem it and stop it from runfling right through you like a sieve. It can't help but bless
you. It is just like the little boy who took the baskets of
water to his father. You know the story.
You know there was this father who had a
son in time,
And as he grew up to be a helper, the father
took him to the fields and not to the
mines.16
He took his son maturing unto the fields
where he worked,
And as the day was dawning, and the sun in
the sky ne'er did shirk
Its work, of ever shining upon the fields in
time,
The father said unto the son, "Son, I thirst.
Find water to quench it for me, your father
in time."
And the son, he knew where to go; a Spring
gushed forth
Right from the mountainside of the field
And he said, "Father, what will I fetch the
water for you in? I have no can."
And the father said, "Oh, yes, you can. You
have found this fact:
That I brought my lunch for you and me,
and in the basket may you find that."
And the son he took the basket and went
unto the Spring,
And from its depths it offered refreshment
for servant and for king.
16. The fields represent the Light of awareness; the mines represent the darkness of
limited ego-consciousness, and the subconscious.

The son, he ran unto the father and said,
"Here is water, Father of the Light!"
And the Father said, "My son, the basket's
empty! Run and fetch me more in
Light."
The son took the basket and ran unto the
well,
And ran right back to the Father, and the
basket was empty.
And the Father said as well, "Run right back
unto the well and fetch me water for
my thirst."
And the son, being obedient, said, "I will
run, for I know you thirst."
And then he reached the Father again with
empty cup,
For you see, it was made of weaving and it
was not tightly woven and the water
ran through as such.
And then the son burst into tears, and the
Father said, "Cry not, my son in time,
For you see, in your act of service my thirst
is quenched, 'twas Act Divine."
And the son knew not the meaning and
said,"Tell me, Father, what have I
done?"
And the Father said, "Look at your basket,
son, it's sparkling in the Sun!
For it has washed clean by doing, it is
washed free in act,
Of all the debris that collected by being
useless."
And then the son matured in wisdom and
found in a clap of Light,

And said, "Oh, I see my Father!" and the
Father said, "See what, my son in
Light?"
And the son said, "Oh, my Fathei it's just
like my mind of time.
The basket is like my thoughts which make
it up, and they must be woven to the
Thread Divine."
And the Father said, "Well done, my son,
you see the Teaching of my Light
You ran to service me with water, and now I
give you the Baptism of the Light."
So the Son, He waxed in glory, and the
Father never waned in Light,
And the Son reached the stage of Knowing,
and the Father declared, "Thou art my
beloved Self, insight."
Are there any pertinent questions? Yes.
Bill C.) Sir, I am seeing that the ability to
criticize and to see faults in others in one
way is good and it is very helpful, but to be
able to turn that criticism into positive seeing, yet with the same awareness, takes a lot
more energy and a lot more ability.
Yes, and it takes a lot more dying, because it is so easy
to see the faults in others because invariably what you are
seeing is from your own level. The best way to see a fault
in another is by flying so high that you don't even see the
other (as being separate from, or "other" than oneself) to
see the fault in until you approach the plane of limits. But
you remain flying at the altitude at which you see no limits,
no duality, and then you might speak to the limits, but you
do not enhance them!

Some people get as much kick out of criticizing as
they do out of drinking too much, eating too much, or
doing something they shouldn't be doing too much . . and
you can put yourself anywhere you like! You have to look
very carefully at this area of criticism. You have to look
very carefully at the area of why you criticize. Are you
criticizing to make someone greater than you are, or are
you criticizing to make someone think you have accomplished more? What is the value of Teaching? To develop
someone's talent, to make them as good as you are, or to
make them better? Ask yourselves these questions when
you criticize.
All the mind would love to say is that you are rejected,
and the only thing I know is that you are never rejected, as
if "you" were the Conscious framework! I beseech you, do
not hold to yourself thoughts that you cannot utter to a
person's face, because they are not to yourself. If I put this
microphone close to you, you might be surprised at what it
is recording.
We have a few more minutes and then we must stop.
Yes.
John D.) Sir, I have been considering the term
you use called remembrance, and I was wondering if you could say that the difference
between memory and remembrance is the
same as the difference between coming to
know and knowing as Identity, or Identity as
fact?
You call it memory but is it memory? It really isn't.
Memory is a misnomer for what really is happening.
Memory is the way the mind accounts for being so sloppy!
Forgetting is what the mind does when it doesn't want to
have to do what it knows and tries to say it forgot it!
You know, people must want to forget terribly how
much they are in Love.

I tell you now, when you have once loved,
you cannot say you have forgotten, for you
never can. You cannot make these
declarations to anyone and say you didn't
consciously make them.
Which is true: Consciousness is present, or memory?
You see, the mind can never construct a box in which to
shield itself from the attack of Light. It can't. There is no
such shelter.
It is amazing how you put me and this Work on one
level, and you and your work on another. Just unbelievable!
I had a very a good example of that. A man asked me the
most incredible thing on architecture. It was so exciting. I
had all kinds of phone calls; I spoke with several people
about the repartee we had together, saying what a blessing
it had been to him, and I never had one word from him.
Why? He was working so hard on putting a hundred and
fifty million dollar blueprint together for Ottawa. It means
nothing! I think it is such an important point in teaching.
Do you mean to tell me that you are ever going to put
together a hundred and fifty million dollar blueprint if you
deny the Source?!

Do you think you are going to dream up
anything that will be living through the ages
if you dream it up because it has got a
hundred and fifty million dollar price tag to
it, when I AM beyond price?
The I AM of you - I am not speaking of Kenneth
Mills here at all. I am not speaking of the I AM as "me,"
Kenneth Mills - but I am not saying I am not part of IT
either, any more than you can say you are not part. You are
not part: you are ALL, as I AM. Make heads or tails out of
that if you can! Well, you're not supposed to! That is the
whole point of your experience, trying to make heads or

tails. This is the game you play in life, trying to make a
head or trying to make a tale of Life!
You have to be very careful what you do and how you
do it and how you consider one another. Do not take my
words literally, because I do not mean for you to put one
another down, and I do not mean for you to raise one
another up unless in so doing you are adoring That Which
IS, and then you find that it is impossible to do anything
other than exalt one another as I have exalted you.
Jesus said, "Love one another as I have
loved you." I say, "Exalt one another as I
have exalted One to you."
It is an Unfoldment of paramount news. Paramount:17
if you don't know what it means, look it up. There are others as beautiful as you, somewhere. Why don't you put on
your great Helmet of Light and let it so shine that no matter
where you are walking in the minds/mines of time with this
great Lamp, you can see even in the darkest places somebody who is waiting to be found! Don't walk through life
with blinkers on! Just see and watch that there is only the
One Act, and others limit it or magnify it and call it too
much action, too little action. Just see it as It IS, the One
Act. In This I AM satisfied.
For in That I AM given to praise!
V

17. One possible application of "paramount": The root of this word means "above
or beyond the hill." The hill could be seen as referring to Golgotha, the "hill of skulls"
upon which Jesus was crucified, "skulls" denoting in this sense the head, or the purely intellectual approach to Truth, the cold advocate of the letter of the law which leaves
little room for the heart. This attitude often annihilates the possibilities of genuine
spiritual realization, portrayed in this Context as the crucifixion. When Mr. Mills says,
"It is an Unfoldment of paramount news," he is thereby pointing to an experience that
is beyond the head or intellect, yet one that nevertheless embraces the intellect, but
from a redeemed and elevated Standpoint.

